
Introduction 

After the destruction of the 3 great demons, Mondain, Minax and Exodus, the people of Britania now 
lives in confusion : they cannot define what is good and evil. So the Lord British, the king of the world 
of Britania, created a system of three principles and eight virtues to guide the people thoward the right 
path. Each cities and castle in the world focused on the perfection of one particular virtue.  

You as the hero, who comes from this world, get transported to the world of Britania. Your goal is to 
become an example to the others by becomming an Avatar. To do so, you must perfect each of these 
virtues, enter the abyss and receive the knowledge from the Codex of Ultimate Wisdom.  

I always wanted to know if Richard Gariott was actually the creator of this virtue system. I have done 
some search on the internet and from what I could find, the virtue system you have been inspired by the 
"Wizard of OZ" and european chivalry code.  

The virtue system is first made of 3 principles which are truth, love and courage. By combining these 
principle together, you obtain 8 virtues. To do so, you take 3 circles and place them one over another 
with the same propostion. By doing so you obtains 7 areas where each represent a virtue. The 8th virtue 
is located outside the circle. Here is a figure to hep you visualise.  

 

As you can see, each principle as one unique virtue, 2 combined virtue and 1 virtue common to all 
principles. The exterior of the circles is the 8th virtue. The unique virtue represent the principle itself. 
For example, we can say that Honesty and Truth is the same thing. The virtues born form combined 



principle allow you to show the relations of the virtue. For example, we can agree that Sacrifice require 
some Courage and some Love for the person you want to sacrifice yourself. So you must not only learn 
the virtues but also their relations with other virtues.  

The colors in this figure also have a meaning. They represent the color of the stone related to this virtue
(see game objectives). As you can see, the 3 principle use the 3 primary colors and the derived virtues 
use the mixture of these colors. It is mainly useful for the game.  

We all have our strength and weakness. We cannot be good in all virtues. If you passed the test of the 
Gypsy, you should have realised that some virtues are more difficult to accomplish than others. It's 
normal. If you follow the path of avatarhood, you cannot expect to be perfect in all virtues. you must 
know your weakness. But this does not mean that you must ignore your weak virtues and only fulfill the 
strong ones. You must always try to guide all yours virtues in the right direction. For the weak virtues, 
make small steps that goes in the right direction. For example, if your weak virtue is Valor, do not 
follow the opposite path which is cowardice. Try to keep your courage and perform some small things 
you won't normally do. It won't make you the most couragous person in the world but at least you are 
not running away.  

For a detailed description of each virtue, look in the menu bar to your left in the "virtue" section and 
select the virtue you want to illuminate. I suggest you read them all even if some look obvious. You will 
find on these page some explaination, some quotes from the game and some wrong interpretation. Also 
consider that the game takes place in a medieval fantasy setting, so some information must be 
reinterpreted.  

In the menu column, above the "virtues" title, there is a weird golden sign. This is the symbol of the 
Codex which is drawn when you answer each of the question of the codex. Each line and circle 
represent either a virtue or a principle. I'll show the symbol again.  

 

Each line represent a virtue. I have placed a color on the top of each line which correspond to the color 



seen in the first figure. The exterior circle represent Humility while the dot in the middle represent 
Spirituality. The 3 small circle in the middle area represent the 3 principle. Another important thing, in 
the background, there is a white silhouette of an anhk. This symbol is the Egyptian symbol of life which 
is used through the game.  

As you can see, this symbol looks cool, but it much more difficult to understand. This is why I prefer 
using circles to explain the philosophy. By the way, the figure above is a thumnail of a wallpaper I have 
made. You can download this wallpaper in the download section.  


